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How Anthos
enables your multi-cloud strategy



+75% 
of medium and
large businesses
will have adopted a 
multi-cloud or hybrid 
strategy by 2021

Gartner: Increasing Reliance on Cloud Computing Transforms IT and Business Practices, December 2018



80% 
of CIO’s report that they 
were not satisfied with 
cloud migration results

McKinsey: Unlocking business acceleration in a hybrid cloud world, July 2019



80% 
of CIOs report that they 
were not satisfied with 
migration results

McKinsey: Unlocking business acceleration in a hybrid cloud world, July 2019

Modernize independently
from cloud migration

Build apps for hybrid 
and multi-cloud 

Recognize complexity 
in their IT stack



Anthos

Google Cloud

On-prem

Other clouds



Anthos, hybrid done right.

Runs where you run

A software-based stack means no 
hardware purchases required. Zero 
to deployed in hours instead of 
months.

Built on open source software

Ensuring workload portability; one 
platform that can run your 
applications both on-prem and in the 
cloud, without vendor lock-in.

Ready for the cloud(s)

Focus on building cloud-native 
applications, not managing the 
underlying infrastructure.



Anthos builds on 15+ years of 
experience

June 2014
First Github 
commit for 
Kubernetes

Public Beta of 
Solaris Containers

Birth of Borg, 3-4 
Google Engineers 
working to automate 
cluster management.

20182009 20152012

Work begins to 
opensource Google’s 
Borg as Kubernetes

Process Containers 
launched by Google 
now known as 
cgroups and merged 
with Linux Kernel.

LXC launched, 
complete Linux 
container manager

2013
Docker 
launched 

GKE on Prem 
Announced

Gvisor

Istio 
announced

Envoy 1.0

Aug 2015
GKE GA

Nov 2014
GKE Alpha

2019

Anthos

2003 2006 2009 2012 2015 2018 2019

July 2015
Kubernetes
1.0

Knative 
announced

Istio 1.0



The Anthos open source stack

● Kubernetes – container orchestration

○ Portable: runs on most clouds, hypervisors, and even bare-metal

○ The lingua franca of containers

● Istio – service mesh for Kubernetes and VMs

○ Connect, secure, manage, and monitor microservices

○ Application layer smarts: A/B testing, gradual rollouts, etc.

● Knative – serverless primitives for Kubernetes

○ Enabling Platform-as-a-service (PAAS) without vendor lock-in

○ Lets developers be developers – not Kubernetes experts

2015 2018 20192015 2018 2019

Kubernetes

Knative 

Anthos

Istio



The Anthos stack: Kubernetes

● Container orchestrator modelled after Borg

○ Open sourced in 2014

○ To this day, Google makes 40% of contributions

● Manages containers across a cluster of servers

○ Scheduling, scaling, and high-availability

○ Networking and load-balancing

○ Centralized logging and monitoring

○ Role-based access control and audit logs

● Declarative – not procedural

● Runs on most clouds, hypervisors, and bare-metal

controllers

scheduler

etcd

apiserver

users

kubelet

API

CLI

UI

kubelet

kubelet

USERS MASTER NODES

https://ai.google/research/pubs/pub43438
https://gke.page.link/KubernetesCompanyContributions


The Anthos stack: Istio

● Organizes microservices into a service mesh

○ Routing and resiliency – Dynamic routes, A/B tests, 
canaries, retries, health checks, circuit breakers, etc.

○ Telemetry – service dependencies, traffic flow, tracing

○ Security and policies – mTLS, policies, rate limiting

● Traffic control is decoupled from infrastructure

○ Sidecar proxies capture traffic transparently

● Supports microservices deployed in
Kubernetes and VMs CitadelPilot Mixer

Control Plane API

Service A Service B

proxy proxy

HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2, 
gRPC or TCP -- 
with or without 

mTLS

Config data 
to Envoys

TLS certs to 
Envoys

Policy checks, 
telemetry

Galley



The Anthos stack: Knative

● Kubernetes-based building blocks for serverless

○ Used by vendors to build managed services, e.g.
Google’s Cloud Run, or organizations to build their
own opinionated PAAS

○ Protects from vendor lock-in

● Three main components

○ Build (now Tekton) – turns code into containers

○ Serving – revisions, gradual roll outs, auto-scaling

○ Eventing – binds event sources and consumers

● Backed by Google, Pivotal, IBM, RedHat, SAP, and others.

What developers 
actually do

What developers want 
to do

Write code Write code

Build docker image

Upload image to registry

Deploy service

Expose to the internet

Set up monitoring

Set up autoscaling

https://cloud.google.com/run/
https://tekton.dev/


We started with GKE, our 
managed service for 

Kubernetes

The Anthos journey



In Anthos, we tuned GKE for enterprise 
requirements and added a financially 

backed SLA

The Anthos journey



Kubernetes doesn’t solve all 
problems, so we added Cloud Run,
a management layer for Knative...

The Anthos journey



Kubernetes doesn’t solve all 
problems, so we added Cloud Run,
a management layer for Knative...

… and Anthos Service Mesh, 
managed backends for Istio

The Anthos journey



Previously known as GKE 
On-prem, Anthos on VMware 

takes the whole stack to 
on-prem, with the control 

plane in GCP

The Anthos journey



We’re working to take Anthos 
to AWS and Azure, too

The Anthos journey



The Anthos journey



Anthos GKE

Anthos Service 
Mesh

Cloud Run

Anthos Con g 
Management Stackdriver

Anthos core as of Oct 2019





Anthos – the long story short.

Modernize in place

Take advantage of cloud 
technology from the 
comfort of your home.

Automate policy and 
security at Scale

Let the platform do the 
grunt work to keep all your 
apps in sync.

Consistency

Build your application 
once, deploy and manage 
it anywhere.



Anthos core components



Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE)

● Turn-key solution to Kubernetes

○ Provision a cluster in minutes

○ Curated node OS and Kubernetes versions

○ Dedicated SRE (ops) and TSE (support) teams

● Generally Available since August, 2015

● Deep GCP integration

○ VPC and network services

○ Secure software delivery

○ Monitoring and logging GKE, Kubernetes-as-a-service

 

    Master

    Nodes

kubectl

gcloud

https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2015/08/Google-Container-Engine-is-Generally-Available.html


Automatic node management

● Fully managed master node(s). Workers opt-in.

● Auto-repair

○ Watches for signals of under-performing or failing 
nodes and replaces them 

● Auto-upgrade

○ Keeps worker nodes up-to-date

● Auto-scale

○ Cluster auto-scaling (CA) to handle ups and downs as 
needed

GKE, Kubernetes-as-a-service

 

    Master

    Nodes

kubectl

gcloud



Anthos GKE and Anthos deployed on VMware

● Everything in Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), as well as

○ Automation: Vertical Pod Autoscaler and Node Auto 
Provisioning

○ Multi-tenancy: GKE Sandbox and Usage metering

○ Security: Binary Authorization and Vulnerability Scanning

○ Networking: Multi-cluster ingress and layer 7 ILB

● Runs on Google Cloud or VMware vSphere

○ More deployment targets to follow

● Additionally, Anthos GKE comes with a financially backed SLA 
that guarantees availability of 99.95% for regional clusters 

Anthos GKE and Anthos on VMware



Anthos Service Mesh (ASM) provides service 
management and a single pane of glass for

● Metrics, logging, tracing, and SLO monitoring

● Service identity, AuthN/Z, and encryption

● Traffic management: routing, and load balancing 

Additionally, ASM provides insights and 
recommendations, and analytics.



Cloud Run is a fully managed serverless product, 
compatible with Knative.

● Stateless containers via HTTP(s) requests

● Built-in domain handling

● Scales to zero – or as high as you need

Cloud Run for Anthos enable serverless on your 
own cluster – wherever Anthos runs.



Anthos Config Management (ACM) automates 
policy and configuration at scale.

● Synchronize configuration across clusters 
on-prem and in the cloud

● Continuous enforcement and admission control of 
compliance policies

● Based on Git, enables auditability, review and CI 
through policy-as-code

K8s API 
Server

Policy
Importer

Syncer

Quota
Controller



Stackdriver is a general-purpose platform for 
Logging, Monitoring, Tracing, Profiling and 
Debugging.

● Support for all of GCP, but can also monitor 
AWS EC2 and on-prem resources

● Native support for Kubernetes, on GCP and 
elsewhere.

In Anthos, Stackdriver is included, but optional.



GCP Marketplace for Anthos lets you manage 
production-grade 3rd party software in just a few 
clicks. 

● Deploy packaged Kubernetes applications to 
wherever Anthos runs

● Single bill for GCP and 3rd party services

● Managed updates



Migrate for Anthos

Bringing the power of containers to existing workloads.

● Live migrate VMs into containers in GKE:

○ Service processes converted into Dockerfiles

○ Disks imported to Persistent Volumes

○ Everything assembled in a StatefulSet

● Capitalize on Kubernetes logging and monitoring

● Supports VMware on-prem, AWS EC2, Azure Virtual 
Machines and Google Compute Engine

● Currently for Linux-based VMs only



Au

Anthos - Tools for every role

Platform engineering

Centralized management

Consistent infrastructure

Frequent upgrades

Managed by Google 

Service operators

Simple deploy and 
rollback

Visibility & observability

Service mesh

Service level monitoring

Developers

IDE & CI integrations

Serverless

Migration

Marketplace

Security & compliance

Central identity & policy

Software supply chain

Isolated multi-tenancy

Auditing



Thank you.
Alejandro Montenegro | @aamonten


